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Award-Winning ExecutiYe and Best-Selling Author, 
Katie-Jeyn Romeyn is a Career Acceleration Expert. 
She works with CEOs, Executives and Ambitious Leaders privately and in group trainings to fast track their career and 
business success. Known as a 'disruptor' she is well regarded for shaking things up so her clients progress rapidly rather 
than remain dormant in their various stages of success. 

No stranger to adversity, Katie-Jeyn's rapid rise up the corporate ladder had humble beginnings starting from the front desk 
of the mine (with no qualifications) in an isolated country town, Roxby Downs, South Australia to securing her first executive 
role at an ASX-listed resources company within just 10 years. She achieved this, despite having a debilitating case of Crohn's 
disease including 9 surgeries in 11 months which taught her compassion, responsibility, grit and above all else, resilience. 

And, the work that Katie-Jeyn led for the 5 years beyond that won multiple business and industry awards including 
Employer-of-Choice. And St Barbara continues to win awards well after she has gone. 

Katie-Jeyn credits her rapid corporate rise and becoming an Award-Winning Executive to the implementation of her 
Career Success Formula™ which she now shares with her corporate and operational clients who are also having extraordinary 
success. Their results are profound. 

Katie-Jeyn is continuously inspired to create positive changes in the corporate and operational environment through 
individual and corporate initiatives, all of which create success for everyone. 

Bringing a wealth of corporate and operational experience, Katie-Jeyn shares with audiences 

V CAREER SUCCESS is like CLIMBING A MOUNTAIN. Be INSPIRED to stop procrastinating and take MASSIVE ACTION! 

V KNOW your WORTH! Learn How to NEGOTIATE your TRUE VALUE during pay discussions.

V Your BIGGEST CAREER CHALLENGE. Learn how to OVERCOME your biggest challenge and SUPERCHARGE your career. 

V 7 Steps to NAIL a COURAGEOUS CONVERSATION with your BOSS! Be INSPIRED to nail courageous conversations                        

everytime with EASE & GRACE. 

V How to ACCELERATE YOUR CAREER in 12 months or less! Learn GAMECHANGER career advancement secrets to 

ELEVATE your career that you will not learn anywhere else. 

All without having to be aggressive, self-promote or invest your hard-earned money and most precious resource your time 

into competing qualification after qualification, including an MBA! 

According to Katie-Jeyn, 'When you change, everything around you changes!' 
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